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PART 1: AEGIS SYSTEM
AND DEMONSTRATORS
An overview
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AEGIS AT A GLANCE
AEGIS brings together the data, the network and the technologies to create a
curated, semantically enhanced, interlinked and multilingual repository for

“Public

Safety and Personal Security”-related Big Data.

Topic: ICT-14-2016-2017 Big Data PPP: cross-sectorial and cross-lingual
data integration and experimentation
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MOTIVATION
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Public Safety and Personal Security (PSPS) refers to the
welfare and protection of the general public and of individuals
through prevention and protection from dangers affecting
safety such as crimes, accidents or disasters.

• Offerings based on fragmented and domain-specific
data without leveraging the plethora of data sources (from
other domains) that could further enhance and add value in
such baseline services, if properly processed and combined.
• Inability to effectively provide innovative cross-domain
services in the private sector that cultivate a more caring
and danger mitigating client base.
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• Lack of collaboration in PSPS related domains, including
public sector, insurance, environment, health, automotive,
smart home, etc.

❑ To supply a methodology
for data handling services
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❑ To roll-out improved
intelligence conveying
cross-sector and multilingual tools,
❑ To deliver an open, secure,
privacy-respectful,
configurable, scalable cloud
based Big Data
infrastructure as a
Service

Business Objectives

❑ To identify and
semantically link diverse
cross-sector and multilingual information sources

Technical Objectives

Scientific & Innovation Objectives

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

❑ To validate and optimize the
AEGIS platform through 3
demonstrators

❑ To introduce new Business
Models
❑ To establish an Open
Innovation Community

DEMONSTRATORS
Demonstrator I: Automotive and Road Safety Data
• Infer road conditions, map broken roads
• Detect safety critical events to increase safe driving
• Estimate the regional safety risk for e.g. crossroads, streets or whole
cities

Demonstrator II: Smart Home and Assisted Living
• Monitoring and Alert Services for people at risk
• Personalised guidance and well-being recommendations
• Smart Home Automation for Well-being

Demonstrator III: Smart Insurance
• Financial impact, customer support and services
• Personalised early warning systems for asset protection
• Business plan and marketing strategy
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PART 2: ETHICS AND
LEGAL ISSUES IN AEGIS:
WORK AND FINDINGS
Implementation of an ethical-driven
approach
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AEGIS AS A PRIVACY FRIENDLY AND ETHICALLY SOUND DATA
PLATFORM
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Online big & small data analytics cloud-based platform supporting data IPR handling,
security and privacy in a trustful and transparent manner. Advanced semantic capabilities
and tools tailored to the needs of the PSPS domain, including:
➢ Collection, processing and exchange of data relevant to PSPS domain from different sources:
closed data (proprietary data) and open data, data with different IPR
➢ Data anonymisation & cleansing, privacy preservation
➢ Smart contracts for data exchange (distributed database of secure transactions).

Creation of a trustful and rigorous data sharing community and new data sharing
ecosystem around PSPS related information (also organisations, previously reluctant) →
collaboration for the shared value generation and expansion of the overall solution.
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AEGIS DPF and services go beyond current practises and solutions for data sharing and
handling

CONSORTIUM’S COMMITMENT IN ETHICS AND LEGAL
COMPLIANCE:AN OVERVIEW
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Consortium’s commitment in developing and validating AEGIS in a responsible way,
protecting human rights and ethical values and fostering positive societal impact
➢ Balance between opposite interests
➢ AEGIS Ethical, Privacy, Data Protection and IPR Strategy (“EP Strategy”) and resulting
requirements
➢ Key positioning of ethical and legal issues in the overall AEGIS Workplan
T2.2 “Data Policy and Business Brokerage Frameworks” → core methods for powering both the Data Policy
Framework and the Business Brokerage Framework; WP4 “AEGIS Infrastructure Implementation and Rollout”
and WP5 “AEGIS Data Value Chain Early Community Demonstrators”; T6.4 “Project Data Management
Handling”; WP9 “Ethics Requirements”

➢ Ethics Advisory Board (EAB), ethics procedures and workshops
➢ Assessment, oversight and alignment: Ethical and Data Protection Impact Assessment of
the solution and of the demonstrators
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➢

AEGIS PRIORITISATION PARADIGM: SEEKING FOR BALANCE
BETWEEN OPPOSITE INTERESTS AND VALUES
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AEGIS as an example of how data exchange can be exploited for the common good/public
interest in conjunction with private business’ priorities and protection of individual rights
European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies (EGE Group), jurisprudence of the
European Court on Human Rights and of the Court of Justice of the European Union

Going beyond the traditional drastic trade-off between opposite goals/interests
➢ Public safety, well-being and personal security, societal expectations and public interests
related to PSPS solutions (prevention and protection from dangers affecting safety, such as
accidents or disasters)
➢ Economic growth and competitiveness
➢ Right to privacy and data protection, informational self-determination, individual freedoms → not
absolute rights → must be balanced against other rights and against the rights of other persons or
groups
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Prioritisation of rights and interests, not giving up on any of the rights and interests and
acknowledging that priorities may differ in different contexts (e.g. different sectors addressed by
AEGIS)

➢ Notice and consent prior to data collection
➢ Regulatory compliance and continuous legitimate ground of data processing
➢ Need for equilibrium and balancing as the basis of legal and ethical requirements and
of legal evaluation and assessment of them
➢ Privacy Protection Goal approach, combined with the Privacy-by-Design
approach for setting ethical, privacy and data protection requirements to be complied
with
➢ Data Protection Impact Assessment Methodology (D9.1), including risk analysis
and assessment scheme and measures to minimise the privacy and ethics risks;
➢ Technological fixes, including deidentification/anonymisation/ pseudonymisation of
personal data, such as CloudTeams Anonymiser
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AEGIS PRIORITISATION PARADIGM: PILLARS

Framework for Data Protection, Legal Compliance, IPR handling and Ethical
Issues, driving AEGIS platform design (including DPF) and validation
Elicitation of the legal, data protection and ethical requirements, providing input to the
use cases, the architecture and specification task and specifying the measures to cover
these requirements
Tool for assessment to what extent legal and ethical requirements have been taken into
account (project implementation and final AEGIS system).
Living document: D1.2 “ The AEGIS Methodology and High Level Usage Scenarios”,
D1.3 “Final AEGIS Methodology”
Two Parts
• I part: project’s implementation phase, including ethics processes and extraordinary procedures,
Ethics Advisory Board’s set-up and operations, remarks for AEGIS demonstrators, Roadmap and
hints for data protection impact assessment methodology
• II part : AEGIS solutions. Privacy-by-Design and Privacy Protection Goals approach ,
requirements, hints for the AEGIS Data Policy Framework
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AEGIS ETHICAL, PRIVACY, DATA PROTECTION AND IPR
STRATEGY (EPS)

ETHICAL, PRIVACY, DATA PROTECTION AND IPR HANDLING
REQUIREMENTS / 1
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Set of requirements, clearly laying out a guideline on how to conceive, develop and use
AEGIS architecture and tools, without forgetting checkpoints.
AEGIS approach for requirements’ elicitation
• Privacy by Design and by default: privacy principles into the design process of data
processing systems since the very beginning (seven principles tailored to the AEGIS
context)

• security protection goals named “Classic CIA Triad” (confidentiality, integrity, and availability) + further specific
privacy protection goals (unlinkability, transparency, intervenability, confidentiality, availability)
• Promotion of the balance of privacy and security requirements against other protection goals

• Legal instruments for the lawfulness and fairness of the processing: Data Protection
Directive and GDPR repealing it, European fundamental rights framework, national
legislations, as well as ethics guidelines,…
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• Privacy Protection Goal: key role of private individual’s point of view and protection
goals as central element for deriving requirements, as well as for identifying risks,
countermeasures and for assessment.

ETHICAL, PRIVACY, DATA PROTECTION AND IPR HANDLING
REQUIREMENTS / 2
Iterative elicitation: initial insight
later updated as the AEGIS
architectural design developed:
initial higher level of abstraction in
eliciting the requirements to cover
various possible future
technological choices

Table format
Basis for the development of the
AEGIS Data Policy Framework
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AEGIS BLOCKCHAIN POWERED SECURITY, PRIVACY,
QUALITY AND IPR DATA POLICY FRAMEWORK
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Practical implementation of the requirements and recommendations set forth in the AEGIS
EP
Supporting data IPR handling, security and privacy (and collaboration) in a trustful and
transparent manner → framework setting the appropriate security, data privacy, data quality
probing and IPR policies to resolve on-the fly how data can be handled by each
stakeholder group, based on its content, its value and peer-to-peer agreements that will be
reached between the collaborating entities

• Advantages, such as difficult manipulation (distributed nature), self-governance transfer of
ownership
• Tags and annotation (to dataset or at data tuples) for describing data IPR, security, trust and
quality features. Extra tags in case of personal and sensitive data, to allow the proper
anonymisation techniques. DPF used upon insertion of any kind of data into the platform
• Following the annotations, data exchanges are supervised by the Business Brokerage service
→ micro contracts (Blockchain)
• Security and privacy technologies used together with Blockchains, such as anonymisation
technologies (e.g. CloudTeams Anonymisation Tool) and encryption
• Easy of use
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• Blockchain-based IP and data sharing Model: use of Blockchain technology and microservices for checking data quality, security, trust and IPRs and enabling secure transactions

ETHICS ADVISORY BOARD (EAB)
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Composition: 3 members (expertise on ethics and legal issues)
EAB working closely with AEGIS Consortium during the course of the project on tackling
ethical, legal and data privacy issues.

Reporting activities: D8.2 (M18) for timely ensure that the project is on the right tracks just
before the completion of WP1 (AEGIS Data Value Chain Definition and Project Methodology);
D8.3 at M30 final assessment
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Role: i) evaluate the AEGIS’s progress and results and supervise the operation of the
project (compliance, requirements); ii) periodically report to the EC iii) advise the partners how
to proceed in an ethically correct way and in compliance with the applicable legislations iv) cocreate and/or peer review of selected parts of the ethics and privacy related deliverables;

ASSESSMENT, OVERSIGHT AND ALIGNMENT / 1
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• local dedicated services for anonymisation and filtering of data
• Data tagging with different policies (based on the Data Policy Framework), including security and
privacy/trust levels, as well as IPR clearance (Data Value Chain Bus and its annotations) → specific
micro-services
• the selection of the repository for the storage depends on the applied disclosure and data privacy and
IPR policy → public repository, namely the Security Linked Open Data - SLOD space, or private
repository, in the meaning of internal repositories Aggregated Local Linked Data Space - ALLDS).
• Safeguard measures to avoid or minimise any privacy risk or IPR infringement regarding the data
stored in the internal repositories
• Privacy-friendly and IPR-preserving modalities and tools for the extraction of linked data analytics
from private harmonised data stored in private repositories or produced linked data with them
resulting from the information exchange among ALLDS and the SLOD space.
• virtual currency and blockchain technology used to safeguard the proper data sharing principles of
the platform.
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Assessment of AEGIS solutions and validation from a legal, privacy, data protection and
ethics viewpoint
Data Protection Impact Assessment of AEGIS demonstrators (D9.1) + EAB’s Report (D9.3)
AEGIS System

ASSESSMENT, OVERSIGHT AND ALIGNMENT / 2
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Demonstrators
• Questionnaire to prove compliance of the demonstrator cases and their related data processing
operations with the ethical and data protection requirements set out in D1.2/D1.3

− Not every demonstrator collects personal data (some only require technical data)
− Personal data collection: amount is restricted to minimum necessary to provide the respective,
personalized service
− purpose limitation
− participants are able to monitor and access their personal as well as non-personal data for the
purpose of correctness and data quality.
− All demonstrators are using the AEGIS offline anonymisation or similar anonymisation
procedures. AEGIS platform will not collect any personal data.
− Security measures – beyond AEGIS itself – protect the service from external attacks and
unauthorized access. Internal management access control guarantees that access is internally
organized which means that only assigned employees in the respective project have access.
− All researchers are aware of their ethical responsibility.
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• Findings:

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNT
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The Consortium dealt in a proper manner with all arising privacy and data protection issues, as well
as with the ethical and societal dimension of AEGIS, demonstrating a high level of awareness,
attention and knowledge
• System design and deployment: The system design took privacy and ethics issues into
appropriate account. “Need to know basis” principle, Privacy by Design and by Default approaches,
Prioritization paradigm for seeking balance between opposite interests, Proportionality principle,
requirement list
• Demonstrator-related activities
• several measures and safeguards in order to comply with both the applicable European and
national rules and with the relevant principles and values of ethical, cultural, social and political
nature

• set of variables was taken into account in a systematic and holistic way
• societal impact on users’ resilience and influencing individual’s perceptions and expectations
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• attention to legal compliance towards the whole set of currently applicable legal instruments
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